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Substitution ciphers

Julius Caesar
100 - 40 BCE

Example: Shift the letters in the alphabet a
fixed amount.

I Plain: ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO...

I Cipher: XYZABCDEFGHIJKL...
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Example 1: Random permutation of beginning of Pride
and Prejudice

HR HD V RBXRN XSHMKBDVYYJ VCUSOIYKPQKP RNVR V
DHSQYK ZVS HS AODDKDDHOS OG V QOOP GOBRXSK
ZXDR FK HS IVSR OG V IHGK NOIKMKB YHRRYK USOIS
RNK GKKYHSQD OB MHKID OG DXCN V ZVS ZVJ FK OS
NHD GHBDR KSRKBHSQ V SKHQNFOXBNOOP RNHD
RBXRN HD DO IKYY GHTKP HS RNK ZHSPD OG RNK
DXBBOXSPHSQ GVZHYHKD RNVR NK HD COSDHPKBKP
RNK BHQNRGXY ABOAKBRJ OG DOZK OSK OB ORNKB OG
RNKHB PVXQNRKBD ZJ PKVB ZB FKSSKR DVHP NHD
YVPJ RO NHZ OSK PVJ NVMK JOX NKVBP RNVR
SKRNKBGHKYP AVBU HD YKR VR YVDR ZB FKSSKR ...



Example 2: Prisoner text (real life example)

Figure: The Markov Chain Monte Carlo revolution, by Persi Diaconis



Example 3: Futurama

Samples of writing in Alienese.



More complicated

Other alphabetic encryption:

I The Vigenère cipher is an example of a polyalphabetic cipher.

I Transposition ciphers.

I Hill cipher.

I AES/DES. (Used in many applications, like WhatsApp,
PayPal, Venmo, SSH, WPA.)

I Homophonic ciphers. (More on this later).

All of these are examples of symmetric encryption. Other talks
today will be about Public Key Cryptography, which are
asymmetric, and more secure.
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The big question

Can we use what we know about a given language to fully
automate the decryption of a substitution cipher?



Undergrad research/capstone!

Figure: Xavier Hayden ’19



Frequency analysis

Al-Kindi

I Manuscript: “On Deciphering
Cryptographic messages”, 800 AD.

I Used to break affine ciphers.

I “...single most significant cryptanalytic
advance until World War II.”



Frequency analysis

Language is not random. This helps us attack simple substitution
ciphers especially.

Figure: Frequencies of letters in the English language



An application: Cryptograms (I loved these as a kid!)

Figure: Someone was so proud of their solution they put it on Instagram!



Frequency analysis attack

Replace most frequent letter in ciphertext with most frequent
letter in English language, second most frequent letter with second
most frequent letter in English language, etc. Easy to do, but hard
to automate (many letters have similar frequencies).

Figure: Decrypting Classical Cipher Text Using Markov Chain Monte
Carlo, by Chen and Rosenthal



Memory and systems

Example

Suppose you are flipping a coin n times, the probability of each flip
is independent of the probability of the previous flips. This is a
system that has no memory.

Example

Suppose you are looking at the weather. The weather each day
might depend a little on the weather of the previous day, but you
go far enough back in time it doesn’t make much difference.

In other words, the future may depend on the present, but not the
past.
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Markov chains

Definition
Let X1,X2, . . . be random variables taking values in a set S . If, for
s1, . . . , sn+1 ∈ S , we have

P(Xn+1 = sn+1|X1 = s1,X2 = s2, . . . ,Xn = sn)

= P(Xn+1 = sn+1|Xn = sn),

then X1,X2, . . . is said to be a Markov chain.

Let f be a substitution cipher (a permutation of the letters of the
English alphabet). The set of all possible permutations in S26 is
where we will run our Markov chain.
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Scoring potential decryptions

Before we do anything, we need some way to determine how close
a potential permutation of letters is to actual language? We do
this by looking at bigrams (e.g. “QU” appears more frequently in
English than “QA”).

I Take a large piece of text (e.g. the English translation of War
and Peace, by Tolstoy).

I Create a transition matrix, i.e. A = (ai ,j) where ai ,j is the
probability that the ith letter is followed by the jth letter in
the reference text.

I Let f be a potential key. The plausibility score is

Pl(f ) =
N−1∏
i=1

af (si ),f (si+1)

where si , si+1 run over all the bigrams in the encoded text.
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Transition matrix for War and Peace

Figure: The probability that the letters on the rows will be followed by
the letters on the columns. (From X. Hayden’s thesis.)



Markov chain Monte Carlo

The algorithm is as follows:

I Initialize a permutation f (usually the identity).

I Make a random transposition (swap the letters α and β), so
that

f̃ (α) = f (β)

f̃ (β) = f (α)

f̃ (γ) = f (γ) for γ 6= α, β

I Check Pl(f ) and Pl(f̃ ).
I If f̃ is better, keep f̃ and continue making small changes.
I If f̃ is worse, “flip a coin” to decide if you switch or keep f .

I Stop when your solution is “good enough”.
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The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm

The algorithm described earlier is a version of the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.

Developed by Metropolis et. al. (1953) , generalized by Hastings
(1970).

Stanford students Coram and Beineke used this method to decrypt
the Prisoner message shown earlier. Extra difficult because
message was a mix of English, Spanish, and prison slang. (See
Diaconis for details.)

Skipping the details, but lots of good references at the end...
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Xavier’s thesis
Xavier coded all of this in Matlab. He tried this on lots of
randomly encrypted texts, with great (but not perfect) results.
E.g. Here is 20,000 Leagues Under The Sea, by Verne, and War
and Peace as the reference text.
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Homophonic ciphers again

To avoid the vulnerability to frequency analysis, you can substitute
frequent letters (like “E”) with more than one symbol. This is
called a homophonic cipher.

Figure: Efficient Cryptanalysis of Homophonic Substitution Ciphers, by
Dhavare, Low, and Stamp.



Famous example: Zodiac 408
Zodiac killer sent encrypted messages using a homophonic cipher.
This one was decrypted by school teachers Donald and Bettye
Harden.

Figure: Zodiac 408 cipher.



Other possible research projects

I Study other ciphers (Chen and Rosenthal also studied
transposition and substitution+transposition).

I Study convergence rate. When do we expect this to finish?
How long do we run it for?

I Look at n-grams (although probably not that much better).

I Try some of the Mystery Twister challenges
(https://www.mysterytwisterc3.org/en/)

I Solve the Zodiac 340?
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Thank you!
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